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sampleshave been carried out using high
AbstracL In this study, fracture experimentson multiphase material
grain
analysesit was found that the fracture
on
and
measurem€nts
speed water jets. Baseb on fracture geometry
proceis
at low pressureranges' Beyond
locafized
of this type of materialsby water :rt irpi;-;errnt ir a.highly
in the material behaviour was
a
change
strength
tensile
a critical pressurerange of about 30 times tlhematerial's
Powell and Simpson.To explain the local character
observed.This result ii in ugrrr*ent wiil; theory suggestedby
which resulted in a relation between a fracture
of the failure process, a simplified fracture model iilntroduced
materials'
damaged
in
the
width
fracture
the
and
probability paiameter

L. Introduction
multiphasematerials, such
High energy plain water jets have been used to process-brittle
and in civil engineering for
as rocks and concretes,in the mining and quarrying industry
and Martin [l], vijay [2]'
some years.Typical applicationsare recenttyaescribedby Fowell
of application,the mechanism
Summers [3], and Momber [4]. Regardlessof the wide range
jets is not well understood'
of destructionof brittle multiphasematerialsdue to plain water
jet
assumedas a three region
be
can
water
The general structure of a plain continuous
a transition region' and
region,
jet. According to [5], t6l and t7l, one can discern a core
and remove materials with
a droplet region. In practice, thelet core region is used to cut
a stagnationpressureps
pressuresgreaterthan 100Mpa. In this region static loading due to
loaded surface,can be
predominates.The stagnationpressure,*hi"h is distributed over the
estimatedusing the equation

ps=L.p.d,

(1)

the jet velocity'The
wherep" is the stagnationpressure,p is the fluid density andus is
curve.Thisdistribution
ii aistriuutedovertheloadedareaaftera Gaussian
pressure
stagnation
accordingto [8] asfollows
whichis shownin Fig. 1 canbe described
p"(r) = p"(0)'"-o''" ,

v

(2)

disfancefrom the jet
where p"(0) is the stagnationpressureon the jet axis, r is the radial
jet diameterof 1.0 mm, which
axis and o is a constantdependingon the jet diameter.For a
is distributed over an area
is a common value for rock and concreteprocessing,the pressure
properties,such as
material
of about 0.g mm2. This value suggeststhat integral macroscopic
of material
evaluation
the
compressivestrengthand voungt modulus, can not be used for
the local properties,at the
resistanceagainst water jet attack. The local conditions, and so

